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Strain effects on domain structures and thermal stability in single-domain magnetic thin films were

studied using thermodynamic analysis. The strain-domain structure and stability diagrams were

established and compared to several existing experimental results. The structure diagram displays

various stable single-domain states under in-plane normal and/or in-plane shear strains by

minimizing the free energy density whereas the stability diagram takes into account possible

thermal excitations and hence illustrate the thermally stable magnetic single-domain states. The

results improve the understanding of strain-magnetization correlation in magnetic thin films and

provide useful insight for the development of strain-engineered magnetic nanostructures with novel

functionalities. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4824165]

In magnetic thin films, strain can be effectively utilized

to tune the magnetic domain structures and hence

properties.1–4 For example, the magnetic domain/magnetiza-

tion can be switched between an in-plane and out-of-plane

orientation under isotropic biaxial in-plane strains,5 or rotate

within the film plane under anisotropic biaxial in-plane

strains.6 Strain may arise from the intrinsic lattice/thermal

mismatch7 or from the grain boundaries during Volmer-

Weber film growth.8 Strain also may be obtained through

external piezoelectric and ferroelastic actuations,9 opening

up an appealing route towards low-power magnetic and spin-

tronic devices10 based on electric-voltage manipulated mag-

netism. In this regard, it is critically important to understand

the details of strain-magnetization correlation in magnetic

thin films.

In the present work, we focus on single-domain

magnetic thin films whose smaller size11 would make it com-

petitive in high-density nanodevice designs. The strain-

stabilized domain states in such uniformly magnetized thin

films are obtained via analytical calculations.5,6,12 By incor-

porating influences of both in-plane normal and shear strains,

we provide a full set of thermodynamic potential herein that

can be applied to describe the strain-magnetization correla-

tion in single-domain thin-film magnets with either cubic

(pseudocubic) or hexagonal crystal symmetry. Typical

single-domain structures under various strain conditions are

acquired by minimizing the total free energy with respect to

magnetization. The strain-domain structure and stability dia-

grams are established by further taking into account possible

thermal excitations.

The Gibbs free energy density of a magnetic bulk crystal

can be written as a function of a unit magnetization vector m

and stress tensor r,13 i.e.,

gðm; rÞ ¼ Kijmimj þ Kijklmimjmkml þ Kijklpqmimjmkmlmpmq

� 1

2
sijklrijrkl � kijklmimjrkl þ

1

2
l0M2

SNijmimj;

(1)

where Kij, Kijkl, and Kijklpq denote the first-, second-, and

third-order magnetocrystalline anisotropic energy coeffi-

cients, respectively; sijkl is the elastic compliance tensor; kijkl

is the first-order magnetostriction coefficient tensor; Nij is

the demagnetization factor tensor; l0 is the vacuum perme-

ability; and MS is the saturation magnetization.

For a magnetic thin film constrained laterally by a stiff

substrate, an out-of-plane stress-free boundary condition

should be superimposed, i.e.,

rab ¼ cabcxðecx � kabcxmambÞ; ða; b; c;x ¼ 1; 2Þ
rk3 ¼ r3k ¼ 0; ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ; (2)

where cijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor with value

cijkl ¼ s�1
ijkl. ecx is the in-plane strains including the normal

strains (e11, e22) and the shear strain e12 (¼e21).

By combining Eqs. (1) and (2), the free energy density

f ðm; eÞ of a constrained magnetic thin film can be obtained

via the Legendre transformation of gðm; rÞ, i.e.,

f ðm; eÞ ¼ gðm; rÞ þ rabeab

¼ Kijmimj þ Kijklmimjmkml þ Kijklpqmimjmkmlmpmq

þ 1

2
cabcxðeab � kabcxmcmxÞðecx � kabcxmambÞ

þ 1

2
l0M2

SNijmimj;

ði; j; k; l; p; q ¼ 1; 2; 3 and a; b; c;x ¼ 1; 2Þ; (3)

where summation convention is used for the elastic stiffness

tensor. For a cubic (001)-oriented magnetic thin film, Eq. (3)

can be reduced as
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f cubicðm; eÞ ¼ K1ðm2
1m2

2 þ m2
1m2

3 þ m2
2m2

3Þ þ K2m2
1m2

2m2
3

þ 1

2
c11 e11 �

3

2
k100 m2

1 �
1

3

� �� �2

þ e22 �
3

2
k100 m2

2 �
1

3

� �� �2
" #

þ c12 e11 �
3

2
k100 m2

1 �
1

3

� �� �
e22 �

3

2
k100 m2

2 �
1

3

� �� �

þ 2c44 e12 �
3

2
k111m1m2

� �2

þ 1

2
l0M2

SðN11m2
1 þ N22m2

2 þ N33m2
3Þ; (4)

while for a hexagonal (0001)-oriented magnetic thin film,

f hexðm; eÞ ¼ K1ðm2
1 þ m2

2Þ þ K2ðm2
1 þ m2

2Þ
2

þ 1

2
c11

��
e11 � ðkAm2

1 þ kBm2
2Þ
�2

þ
�
e22 � ðkAm2

2 þ kBm2
1Þ
�2
�

þc12

�
e11 � ðkAm2

1 þ kBm2
2Þ
��

e22 � ðkAm2
2 þ kBm2

1Þ
�

þðc11 � c12Þ
�
e12 � 2ðkA � kBÞm1m2

�2

þ 1

2
l0M2

SðN11m2
1 þ N22m2

2 þ N33m2
3Þ: (5)

The stable magnetization state under a certain strain condi-

tion can thus be found by minimizing the corresponding free

energy density. For illustration, the calculations were per-

formed for the magnetic thin films of cubic (001)

Fe81.3Ga18.7 (FeGa), CoFe2O4 (CFO), Ni, and hexagonal

(0001) Co, where corresponding materials parameters are

listed in Ref. 3, 6 and 14–18.

First, we investigate the influence of normal strain e11

and e22 on the magnetization state by assuming e12¼ 0. As

the first example, Figure 1(a) shows the three-dimensional

free energy profiles for the cubic (001) FeGa film under vari-

ous normal strain conditions, and their in-plane projections

(h¼ 90�) are shown by the polar plots in Fig. 1(b). The film

dimension is taken as small as 60� 60� 10 nm3 to ensure a

single-domain configuration.11 As seen, multiple energy

minima and hence the magnetic easy axes appear along the

principal [100]/½�100� and [010]/½0�10� axes under zero strain,

clearly illustrating a four-fold cubic symmetry [Fig. 1(b)].

However, it would transform into a two-fold tetragonal sym-

metry upon anisotropic biaxial in-plane strains, e.g.,

(e11,e22)¼ (1%, �1%) and (�1%, 1%), where the magnetic

easy axes align along the [100]/½�100� and [010]/½0�10� axes,

respectively. Particularly, the easy axes can stabilize at the

out-of-plane [001]/½00�1� axis after applying a negative iso-

tropic biaxial in-plane strain of (�1%, �1%) regarding its

positive magnetostriction coefficient k100,14 as demonstrated

FIG. 1. (a) Profiles of the free energy

density of (001) cubic FeGa thin films

under various normal strain conditions

where h and u are the azimuth angles

and (b) their corresponding polar plots

in the (001) plane. Normal-normal

strain-domain structural diagram of (c)

(001) cubic FeGa and (d) CFO thin

films. Domain definitions and corre-

sponding magnetization components:

a1 (m1 6¼ 0 and m2¼m3¼ 0), a2

(m2 6¼ 0 and m1¼m3¼ 0), and c
(m3 6¼ 0 and m1¼m2¼ 0); O12 (m1 6¼ 0,

m2 6¼ 0 and m3¼ 0), O13 (m1 6¼ 0,

m3 6¼ 0 and m2¼ 0), and O23 (m2 6¼ 0,

m3 6¼ 0 and m1¼ 0) The film sizes are

taken as 60� 60� 10 nm3. The solid

dots in (c) and open symbols in (d)

indicate the experimental results.
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by the energy minima at h¼ 0� and 180� [Fig. 1(a)] as well

as the isotropic in-plane polar plot [Fig. 1(b)].

By further searching the free energy minima by varying

both e11 and e22 from �2% to 2%, a normal strain-domain

structural diagram is constructed for such FeGa film

[Fig. 1(c)]. The diagram shows the stable domain states

under a specific strain condition during the magnetic thin

film growth. As seen, three tetragonal domains a1, a2, and c
(with only one non-zero magnetization component) are

exhibited without intermediated states between every two of

them, owing to the positive magnetocrystalline coefficient

K1 that keeps the energy minima along the principal h100i
cubic axes [Fig. 1(b)]. Furthermore, the domain states can

be switched, for example, between [100]/½�100� (a1) and

[010]/½0�10� (a2), by applying a negative and positive aniso-

tropic biaxial in-plane strain of (0,�0.01%) and (0,0.01%)

via piezostrains,19 respectively. The available experimental

results in continuous FeGa thin films are indicated by solid

dots in Fig. 1(c). Particularly, such a piezostrain-induced a1

to a2 (and vice versa) switching was experimentally shown

to be bistable,20 i.e., the domain state remains stable even af-

ter the applied strain is removed. It is due to the potential

barrier from the magnetocrystalline energy21 between the

in-plane a1 and a2 domains. Moreover, an out-of-plane c
domain state can be stable in the FeGa thin film, providing

the strain is large enough to overcome both the magnetocrys-

talline and out-of-plane demagnetization energy, e.g., the

isotropic biaxial in-plane strain of (�0.55%, �0.55%)

[Fig. 1(c)].

In comparison to the soft thin-film magnet FeGa with

large Ms and relatively low magnetocrystalline coefficient

K1, the c domain configuration and the out-of-plane

switching in the hard thin-film magnet CFO would be easier

to realize wherein the critical strain is reduced to (0.03%,

0.03%) [Fig. 1(d)], mainly due to its much smaller Ms and

the larger negative magnetostriction coefficient. As shown in

Fig. 1(d), there are also no intermediated domain states in

CFO thin films with a positive K1. Furthermore, the calcula-

tions agree well with the experimental results in continuous

CFO thin films [see those symbols in Fig. 1(d)], wherein the

isotropic in-plane biaxial strains can be tuned by varying the

underlying substrate,22–24 film thickness,23,25 growth temper-

ature,26 and/or applying a voltage bias to the active piezo-

electric substrate like PMN-PT.24

Similarly, a normal strain-domain structural diagram for

(001) cubic Ni thin film can also be constructed as shown in

Fig. 2(a). Differently from the cases in (001) FeGa and CFO

films, strain-stabilized three orthorhombic domains O12, O13,

O23, and one rhombohedral domain r (with two non-zero and

all three non-zero magnetization components, respectively)

are exhibited, distributing within the intermediate regions of

the tetragonal a1, a2, and c domains. This is mainly due to

the negative K1 of the Ni film which makes the energy min-

ima shift continuously among the h001i cubic axes, as

directly illustrated by their corresponding polar plots in the

(001), (010), (100), and ð1�10Þ/(110) planes [Fig. 2(b)],

respectively. As seen, the orthorhombic domains O12, O13,

O23 exhibit four-fold easy axes (along the h110i axes) while

the rhombohedral domain r presents an eight-fold easy axis

(along the h111i axes).

For clear illustration of the features of easy axis varia-

tion within these intermediated domain states, the free

energy formalism of the cubic magnets in the (001) plane

can be expressed by taking m3¼ 0 in Eq. (4), i.e.,

f cubicðm; eÞ ¼ K1 þ
3k100ðc11 � c12Þðe22 � e11 � 3=2k100Þ

2
þ 9c44k

2
111

2

� �
m2

1

þ �K1 þ
9ðc11 � c12Þk2

100

4
� 9c44k

2
111

2

� �
m4

1 6 6c44e12k111m1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� m2

1

q
; (6)

where the terms independent of the magnetization vectors m

were neglected. The feature of corresponding in-plane mag-

netic easy axis reorientation (e.g., from a1 to a2) would thus

depends on the sign of the quartic coefficient (or simply -K1)

which is positive for (001) Ni (�5.138 kJ/m3), indicating a

continuous rotation of the magnetic easy axis (i.e., a second-
order thermodynamic phase transformation6). While for the

(001) FeGa and CFO discussed above, negative quartic coeffi-

cients of �13.73 kJ/m3 and �117.78 kJ/m3 are exhibited,

respectively, resulting in an abrupt magnetic easy axis reor-

ientation between a2 and a1 (i.e., a first-order thermodynamic

phase transformation6). Free energy formalisms in the (010),

(100), and ð1�10Þ/(110) planes can similarly be described by

taking m2¼ 0, m1¼ 0, and m1¼m2(�m2), respectively, which

would elucidate the corresponding out-of-plane switching

features, either abrupt (FeGa, CFO) or continuous (Ni).

The normal strain-domain structural diagram is also cal-

culated for hexagonal magnetic thin film such as (0001) Co

[Fig. 2(c)] by minimizing the corresponding free energy for-

malism [Eq. (5)] under various normal strains. Different

from the cases in (001) cubic thin-film magnets, the mag-

netic easy axes rotate abruptly in the (001) plane between a1

and a2, while continuously perpendicular to the (001) plane

with intermediated O13 and O23 domains corresponding to

the a1-c and a2-c switching, respectively. Also note that both

the O13 and O23 domains occupy larger regions in the dia-

gram, i.e., easier to be stabilized by normal strains, than their

counterparts in (001) Ni [Fig. 2(a)], due to the larger

strain-independent quartic coefficient of their corresponding

free energy formalisms in the (010) and (100) planes, respec-

tively (not shown here).

Now turn to discuss the influence of the in-plane shear

strain e12 on the domain structure (or easy axis orientation)

in magnetic thin films. Such in-plane shear strain may exist,

for example, in (001) cubic thin-film magnet grown on a

(001) tetragonal substrate27 with ½110�jj[100]s and ½�110�jj

142413-3 Wang et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 142413 (2013)
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[010]s, or by operating an adjacent piezoelectric actuator in

shear mode.28 Figure 3(a) shows the shear-normal
strain-domain structural diagram for the (001) Ni film, where

an in-plane shear strain e12 (�1%–1%) is imposed with biax-

ial in-plane isotropic normal strains (e11¼ e22). Compared to

the case with zero shear strain [Fig. 2(a)], the orthorhombic

O12 domains take up a much larger region, and with reduced

two-fold (uniaxial) symmetry for the magnetic easy axes,

i.e., along the [110]/½�1�10� directions (Oa
12) and the

½1�10�/½�110� directions (Ob
12) corresponding to compressive

and tensile e12, respectively, as directly illustrated by the po-

lar plots of free energy density in the (001) plane [the first

row in Fig. 3(b)]. Similarly, a reduced four-fold magnetic

easy axis is exhibited for the rhombohedral domains ra and

rb, indicating easy axes along the [111]/½�1�1�1� or ½1�11�/½�11�1�
directions, respectively. Such easy axis alignments are fur-

ther illustrated by the polar plots of free energy density on

the ð1�10Þ, and (110) planes, respectively [the second row in

Fig. 3(b)]. The (0001) hexagonal Co thin film shows a simi-

lar shear-normal strain-domain structural diagram, but with

larger area fractions for the rhombohedral ra and rb domains

[Fig. 3(c)] than those in cubic Ni [Fig. 3(a)].

Furthermore, the obtained domain states can possibly

undergo thermal excitations29 even at room temperature, par-

ticularly for those at/near the phase boundary where the

potential barriers h separating different phases are compara-

ble to kBT (kB denotes the Boltzmann constant and T the

Kelvin temperature). As shown in Fig. 4(a), the rhombohe-

dral domain r in the (001) Ni film (e11¼ e22¼ 0.33% and

e12¼ 0) would readily transform to other domain states upon

thermal fluctuations, mainly due to the low potential barrier

h. Regarding an established criterion of h> 60kBT for a ther-
mally stable magnetization state,30 we further calculate the

room-temperature (T¼ 298 K) normal-normal and

shear-normal strain-domain stability diagrams of (001) Ni

[see Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively] as an example by tak-

ing h¼Dfmin�V, where Dfmin is the minimum energy differ-

ence between the given domain state and other possible ones

and V the volume of the thin-film magnet. As illustrated,

most strain-stabilized domain states remain thermally stable,

i.e., with a stability factor of h/kBT higher than 60, even at a

small dimension of 60� 60� 10 nm3, except those in the vi-

cinity of the phase boundaries. But all the intermediated do-

main states, e.g., the O13, O12, O23 in Fig. 4(b) and ra, rb in

Fig. 4(c), are thermally unstable at the present size. The area

fraction of these unstable regions (with h� 60kBT, approxi-

mately colored in violet) fu can be reduced by increasing the

magnetostriction coefficient k100 but is almost independent

on k111 in such (001) cubic magnetic thin films upon zero

in-plane shear strain e12, whereas both k100 and k111 have a

significant influence on fu upon a non-zero e12 [Fig. 4(d)].

This indicates that e12 affects the domain structure and stabil-

ity only based on k111, as also indicated by Eq. (6).

FIG. 2. Normal-normal strain-domain structural diagram of (a) (001) cubic Ni

and (c) (0001) hexagonal Co thin films. (b) Polar plots of the free energy den-

sity in the (001), (010), (100), and (1–10)/(110) planes of (001) Ni thin films,

respectively, indicating the continuous rotation of magnetic easy axes upon

various normal strains in the O12, O13, O23, and r (m1 6¼ 0, m2 6¼ 0 and m3 6¼ 0)

domain regions, respectively. The arrows denote the easy axis orientations in

one quadrant.

FIG. 3. Shear-normal strain-domain

structural diagram of (a) (001) cubic Ni

and (c) (0001) hexagonal Co thin films.

(b) Polar plots of the free energy density

in the (001) plane to illustrate the Oa
12

and Ob
12 domains, and in the (1–10)/

(110) planes for the ra/rb domains. The

arrows denote the easy axis orientation

in one quadrant.
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So far we have studied, using thermodynamic analysis,

the strain effects on domain structures and corresponding

thermal stability in single-domain magnetic thin films with

either the cubic or hexagonal crystal symmetry. Various

strain-induced domain states are obtained, including the tet-

ragonal a1, a2, c domains with two-fold easy axes, ortho-

rhombic O12, O13, O23 domains with four-fold easy axes, and

the rhombohedral r domain with eight-fold easy axes, which

exhibit with one, two, and three non-zero magnetization

components, respectively. Among them, the tetragonal

domains can be stabilized by reasonable normal strains e11

and e22 even at a small size of 60� 60� 10 nm3 for the thin

film [Fig. 4(b)], while the four-fold O12 domain can be

reduced to the two-fold Oa
12 and Ob

12 domains upon applying

an in-plane shear strain and further be stabilized [Fig. 4(c)].

However, the four-fold O13 and O23, eight-fold r and corre-

sponding four-fold ra, rb domains are more difficult to

become thermally stable, and larger geometric size and/or

magnetostriction coefficients are thus required. The obtained

results would contribute to both the fundamental understand-

ing of the strain-magnetization correlation in magnetic thin

films and the development of strain-engineered magnetic

nanostructures for novel functionalities.
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FIG. 4. (a) Free energy density profile of the (001) Ni thin film of

60� 60� 10 nm3 in a rhombohedral r domain (e11¼ e22¼ 0.33%, e12¼ 0).

The corresponding (b) normal-normal and (c) shear-normal strain-domain

stability maps of the (001) Ni thin film, with zero and non-zero in-plane

shear strain e12, respectively. The solid lines indicate the phase boundaries

without including possible thermal excitations. The color bar denotes the

stability factor which essentially should be higher than 60 to ensure a ther-

mally stable domain state. (d) Influences of the magnetostriction constants k
(i.e., k100 and k111) on the area fraction of the unstable region fu with zero

e12 (the upper panel), and non-zero e12 (the lower panel). Note that the k111

keeps invariant (i.e., �24.3 ppm) when investigating the dependence of k100,

and vice versa.
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